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A backpack shelter named Portable Bed / Tragbares Bett is described as having characteristics that ensure long portability and durability even with heavy periods of use. The backpack is made from a 200 gram fabric that is self-reflective and sturdy. The backpack is easily turned into a portable shelter by simply pulling up the two sides and printing them - without the need for poles - on the floor in rooms, for example between two trees. The design details of the Portable Bed are adapted for life under extreme conditions: it is well ventilated, stores extra storage spaces, and well-considered materials promise a comfortable sleep.

Tragbares Bett

The Portable Bed was once the jury with its award-winning design and practical functionality, making this portable bed perfectly suited for outdoor living. Today, the backpack is a reliable body suit with a comfortable mattress and is performed under extreme conditions, only a few inches of the floor. The design details, like Clark and Tony Clark present a consistently designed interpretation of the classic suit, making it a protective shell for people under extreme conditions.

Regelung der Luft

The Backpack Bed is equipped with a versatile ventilating system and is a convenient and comfortable bed, optimal for those who care for their environment. The Backpack Bed can be quickly turned into a backpack on the go, and the interior is designed for maximum ventilation and comfort. The Backpack Bed is designed for both outdoors and indoors, ensuring a comfortable and well-considered suit.
Lisa & Tony Clark

What was the biggest challenge you had to overcome in a project so far? To create a product that was more than a bed.

How would you define design quality? Optimise function and the spirit of form will come.

Was war Ihre bisher größte Herausforderung in einem Projekt? Ein Produkt zu entwerfen, das mehr als ein Bett ist.

Wie definieren Sie Designqualität? Die Funktionalität zur Perfektion zu bringen – die Form ergibt sich dann von selbst.

“Knowing that Backpack Beds save lives inspires us.”

„Uns inspiriert das Wissen, dass Backpack Beds Leben retten.“